A Crash Course in

Google Ads

Is Advertising on
Google Right for me?

If you’re asking yourself if advertising on Google is
the right fit for your business, think about this: 97%

WHAT IS THE BEST BALANCE BET WEEN
GOOGLE VS TRADITIONAL?

of consumers go online to find and research local
products and services.

Think about it this way—if somebody sees your
billboard, hears your segment on the radio or sees

When it comes to reaching your target audience,

your ad in the newspaper, what’s the next step they

Google is the largest search platform in the world.

take to find your business? They Google you! Without

With over 63,000 searches per second, it’s safe to say

a strong presence on Google’s platform, you can

that appliance, furniture, mattress and electronics

hinder your traditional advertising—which means a

consumers across the country are using Google to

strong digital presence is a major factor to the success

find local businesses, shop online and much more! No

of any marketing campaign!

matter your advertising goals, Google is an absolutely
vital piece to a strong digital presence and moving the

Statistics show that ROI for digital campaigns are

needle for your business.

stronger than traditional forms. With extremely

97%

sophisticated targeting techniques and the ability to
drill down and advertise to only those that are in the
market for your products, wasted spend in digital
is far less than in more traditional media forms. Not
all people who are hearing your spots or seeing your
signage are in the market for your goods and services,
but in digital, we can drill down to target only those
who are shopping—and that’s how digital marketing
is changing the game.

of consumers go online to find and research
local products and services
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Google
Ad Types

Google offers ad types that serve audiences in all steps
of the sales funnel. Google Display, Google Search,
Google Shopping, YouTube Display ads and Google’s
Local Campaigns are all tactics hosted on the Google
platform that are available to suit your digital needs.

GOOGLE DISPL AY

GOOGLE SEARCH

Billboard style ads that appear to consumers in the market for

A text ad that showcases your intended message based off

your products or to people that have previously visited your

of a user’s search term. This ad type shows that the user has

website. Used for brand awareness and to spread the word

intent and captures people that are directly searching for

about your offerings or current promotions

businesses like yours.

YOUTUBE VIDEO

GOOGLE SHOPPING

Video style ads showcased on Youtube that can appear mid-

Image advertisements that capture traffic searching for very

stream, at the beginning of a video or in the Video Discovery

specific products. This ad type captures potential consumers

section of YouTube.

that are likely about to purchase.

GOOGLE SEARCH

GOOGLE LOCAL CAMPAIGNS

A text ad that showcases your intended message based off

Map advertisements that showcase your business at the

of a user’s search term. This ad type shows that the user has

top of Google’s search page map when people search for

intent and captures people that are directly searching for

“Appliances Near Me” or something similar.

businesses like yours.
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Audience
Types
How do we reach the right
people at the right time?
There are many ways to build targets
that matter to your business, but there
are two primary groups that need to be
advertised to in different ways:

Website visitors who are
retargeted are more
likely to convert by 43%

IN-MARKET TARGETING

REMARKETING

This advertising technique uses very specific previous search

Using remarketing on Google’s platform allows us to target

history and audience demographics to reach people who are

people who have already been to your website, know who

currently researching or in the market for products that you

you are and are likely to be hot in the market for products and

sell. We can target by age group, zip codes, previous search

services. We target users for 30 days after their initial land to

history and much more! Using this type of targeting helps us

make sure your business is present when people are actively

reach new users who are likely in the market.

looking to buy!
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Google Search:
Drilling Down on Success
There are dozens of ways to set up search campaigns—but clicks
and impressions aren’t our primary measure of success.
How can we ensure that ad dollars are being maximized?

•
•
•
•

Use keywords that zone in on the way people actually search
Use structured snippets and extensions to make sure that we’re directing
traffic to the right landing pages
Use responsive advertising to ensure that ad copy reflects what the
consumer is looking for
Every unique query needs a specific landing page experience—give
them what they want!

HOW DO I KNOW THAT GOOGLE’S
ADVERTISING PLATFORM IS WORKING FOR ME?

HOW CAN I MAKE SURE PEOPLE STAY ON MY
SITE AND END UP A CUSTOMER AFTER A CLICK?

•

•

Analyze the data and use ROI driven conversion

Landing pages with strong CTA’s are necessary

points to make sure your ads are doing much

for success. The experience needs to be clear and

more than garnering clicks—measure conversions

concise from start to finish

that help move the needle for your business!

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

that reflects what they’re looking for, we send

Called Your Business Directly

them to a landing page that shows them what

Visited Your Store

they’re looking for, that customer purchases

Pulled Up Driving Directions

the product they’ve been searching for

Looked at Location Details
Purchased Online
Submited a Quote Request
Downloaded a Rebate
Opened the Chat Feature on Your Website
Added products to Cart or Wishlist
Looked at 3+ Product Pages
(Active Shoppers)

The user searches for a term, we show them ad

•

Merchandising your website is absolutely critical to
ensure that your advertising dollars are well spent!

•

Get them from Google, keep them on site—use
flags, showcase delivery and sort your products
to make sure that people are seeing the products
that you want them to see front and center!

Data points like the ones above prove the intent of a

Contact your avb marketing account executive today,

user—advertise for purchases, calls and store visits,

or reach out to us at marketing@avb.net for more

not clicks and impressions!

information on how to maximize your digital strategy.
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